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FLATIRON HEALTH UK | HEALTHCARE ORGANISATION PROTECTS
REPUTATION AS A SERVICE CRITICAL TO HUMAN LIFE

Flatiron Health UK works to improve
treatment for cancer patients and
significantly accelerate cancer research.
Tasked with enhancing the business’ cyber
resilience, Stratia Cyber worked with
Flatiron Health UK to carry out
vulnerability assessments, test against
threats, and protect against common
threats. 

Firewalls
Secure configuration
User access control
Malware protection
Patch management

A proactive cyber security strategy is a must
have for Flatiron Health UK, an organisation
that services healthcare critical to human
life. From a client trust perspective, ensuring
a level of minimum protection against
common cyber attacks is absolutely
essential. 

Stratia Cyber worked with Flatiron Health UK
to achieve Cyber Essentials certification to
ensure the company could continue to
provide a reliable and reputable service to
their clients. 

Flatiron Health UK took these steps to
improve its cyber security posture under five
technical control themes:

Flatiron Health UK is now certified
with Cyber Essentials to
strengthen overall security
posture and protect their
reputation as a service critical to
human life in the healthcare
sector. 
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Vulnerability assessments
carried out to define, mitigate
and remediate all security
weaknesses

Testing to ensure protection
against email and web-based
attacks

Vulnerability testing of both
internal systems and external
IP addresses

We used Cloud Agent to complete
this process remotely, in line with
IASME specifications. 

Testing also involved a malware
simulation assessment, deployed
via a Microsoft Teams Meeting.
This test reveals how email, web
folders, and the machine itself
behaves upon downloading
malicious files, and is expected to
trigger an alert with antivirus
software. 

What we did How we did it

Stratia Cyber is equipped to minimise any challenges associated with coordinating
remote processes, supported by a team of highly skilled communicators. Completing
the assessments remotely eliminated any need for consultants to travel, enabling both
businesses to keep costs down, boost efficiency and lower our impact on the
environment.

Key benefits

Technologies and frameworks used

Cyber Essentials Scheme, Qualys, Qualys Cloud vulnerability management and remote
Agents, MS Teams, IASME Pervade Portal
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